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The Pinocchio Response!
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This seminar will help you identify some liars

by identifying their “long noses” or the

physiological signs they give off

when telling lies.
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A study by Dr. Robert Feldman showed that

within 10 minutes of meeting a new person,

60% of people will tell at least one lie.

Applied Social Psychology
June, 2002
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The average number of lies a person 

will tell in that first ten

minutes is three!
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Most people in the study didn’t believe the results,

but when the video-taped sessions were shown

back to them they were stunned to see they

 had indeed lied and in many cases

they’d lied repeatedly !
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Gerald Jellison
University of Southern California:

The average American tells

approximately 200 lies per day!
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Linda Jackson
Ottawa Citizen

“Analysis of Jellison’s tapes revealed that

an average of one lie was told

every eight minutes.
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“The most common fibs are relatively harmless

ones. They’re minor evasions told to avoid

hurting someone’s feelings or to avoid conflict.
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Behavioral experts seem to agree that these

‘white lies’ are acceptable in moderation

 to preserve social harmony.”

Eve Glicksman
Health and You
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According to studies, the most frequent liars were

those who had the most social contact and/or

 were forced to make demands on people.
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There are two basic types of lies.

Truth

1 2
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  Lies of Commission:

Making untrue or misleading statements.

1

2
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Lies of Omission:

Leaving out pertinent information.
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Research has shown that whereas most people

think they are good at spotting liars, when tested,

their proficiency is no better than flipping a coin:

PURE CHANCE
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Even those persons whose professional function

involves lie-catching do no better than the

average person … in fact double blind research

projects have discovered that…
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professionals such as law enforcement officers,

judges, and attorneys actually do worse than

lay-people simply because their experiences

 tend to make them overly suspicious.
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Are there some behavioral mannerisms you can

look for that indicates whether the other

person is telling you the truth?
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Yes

Physiologically, the body will react to stress and

some people plainly show that stress when lying.
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These unconscious physiological behaviors

are called “tells.” “Tells” are subconscious

mannerisms that reveal stress and/or a person's

attempt to hide a lie… and the liar doesn’t even

know he/she is “telling” on him/herself.
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But, some liars can look you right in the eye

and tell you the biggest “whoppers” possible

and not show any physiological signs of stress.
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It is indeed possible to spot some liars

by observing behavior, but we need

to establish some “ground rules.”
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First, let’s understand the difference in the

types of liars we bump into everyday

and why some people get away

with real “whoppers.”
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First, there are three classifications of liars:

pathological, “practiced” and “amateur”
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Pathological Liars

Are able to shamelessly deviate from

 propriety or from an assumed norm.

Class 1
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Pathological liars lie constantly

and for no apparent reason.

Sometimes they do not know they are lying,

but sometimes they do know they are lying,

but cannot stop themselves.
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A pathological liar who abandons the truth because

he/she doesn’t believe there is anything wrong in

lying will not show stress even in the middle

of a “whopper.”
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A “kissing cousin” to a pathological liar.

Class 2

Practiced Liars
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“Practiced” Liars:

We know that con artists, actors, and many

politicians have learned to control their

physiological reactions when

lying through constant practice.
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But, you don’t have to be a member of some

stereotyped profession to be a “practiced” liar.
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“Some liars eventually become convinced

 they are telling the truth,”

says Dr. Frank Fraley, past president

of the American Psychological Association.
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Pathological And Practiced Liars

have certain elements in common:
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Confidence:

 Not feeling much detection apprehension when lying
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Pathological and practiced liars believe the result

they want to achieve is always more important than

the actions they have to take to achieve the result..
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Class 3

Amateur Liars
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Amateur liars, (you and me) however,

are like poor poker players…

…they (we) all have “tells”.

The “average” human with a “normal”

conscience will usually react in a fashion

that shows an astute observer there is

an unease with what is being said.
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Amateur liars are not comfortable lying, so

even if the words are convincing, his/her

body language or voice “tells”

often reveals the unease.
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We are going to focus on this “amateur” or  non-

pathological liar, the average “Joe” we bump

into everyday and see if we can develop some

type of mental  lie detector we can apply daily.
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“To judge a person’s behavior, you need previous

knowledge of the person to which you can

compare their present behavior;

 otherwise you’re liable to misjudge

their intentions completely.”

Steve Guy
Serendipity’s Circle
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One tell, perhaps two, can occur by chance,

but when three or more of these behaviors suddenly

appear when lying could be convenient …

 an alarm should go off in your head.
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Tell #1:
Little or no eye contact.

Tell #2:
Blink! Blink!

Tell #3:
Eyeball the eyeballs!

Remember your “Brainology 101”
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Tell #4

The pupils of the eyes will often narrow because
lying is stressful and stress causes

the pupils to constrict.

Tell #5:
Hand in front of the mouth/face.

Tell #6
Shades of Pinocchio:

The nose really does grow!
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Tell #7
Watch the lips

Tell #8:
Beware the “forced” smile.

Tell #9
The Head Shift

Tell #10:
The body held rigidly, almost statuesque

or holding arms close to body.
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Tell #11:
Liars tend to keep a physical separation from you.

Tell #12:
Watch their hands!

Tell #13:
Liars Build Forts and Fences

Tell #14
No Joke…Liars Often Stink!

Tell #15:
Listen for the absence of the

first person singular pronoun…
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Tell #16
Contractions

Tell #17
Numbers

Tell #18:
Beware the “Robo-voice.”

Tell #19:
Liars suffer in silence!

Tell #20:
Liars tend to make every statement

into a question.
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Tell #21:

Beware of the person who uses excessive
humor to defuse you concerns.

Tell #22:
Be alert to the over-pregnant pause

Tell #23:
Beware the “too” indignant response.

Tell #24:
Liars seldom even ask you penetrating questions.
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Tell #25
Talking Fast

Tell # 26
Parapraxes

Tell #27
Mumbles

Tell #28:
Be alert to delayed motion.

Tell #29:
Be alert to delayed emotion.
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Tell #30:
Certain phrases…

Tell #31:
Everything is perfect!

Tell #32:
Projection
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Trying To Learn All 31 “Tells”

At Once Is Frustrating.

Break the task down Into groups of “tells.”
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Concentrate for one week on one cluster of tells, and
then move on to the next cluster.

Eye Tells (1- 4)

Facial tells (5 – 9)

Body Tells (10 -13)

Verbal Tells (14 – 19)  and (20 – 25)

Miscellaneous (26 – 30)
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Nine Ways To Discourage Liars

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.


